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Arcing Grounds om High Tension 2ransmission Lines 

and Their Attendant Phenomena. 

Investigations of the Voltage Stresses on the In- 

sulators and Connected Apparatus of a High Tension Trans- 

mission Line due to the Superposition o± the Normal Fre- 

quency Voltage and the High Frequency Surges caused by 

Arcing Grounds. 

The occurence of a ground on 

gives rise to different forms of d. 

for their relative magnitudes upon 

tions at the time of grounding and 

constants of the line. 

Vlhen the ground is permanent 

a transmission line 

istur'oance, depending 

the particular condi- 

upon the electrical 

and solid there is a 

transient change fom stability in one condition to sta- 

bility in another. The resulting transients have been 

well studied and their analysis is involved though not 

difficult. Also on systems operating with grounded neu- 

tral the electro-magnetic disturbances caused by this 

short circuit may produce mechanical stresses o± consid-. 

erable magnitude. 

Wilien the ground is unstable in character a series 

of transient waves will be set up each time the ground 

is made and broken. As long as the current in the power 

arc is constant there will be no tendency towards oscil- 

lation in the line but on a variation in the current in 



the power arc the conditions will change and on the 

breaking of the ara the condenser, consisting of the 

capacitance of the line1will discharge across the gap 

and the line will oscillate in sections on each side of 

the point of the ground, at a frequency depending on the 

length and constants of the sections involved. 

It has been shown by Ryan* 

"Sustained Radio Frequency High Voltage 

Discharge. 2rans. Ins. Radio Engs." 

that the effect of a superposition of high frequency and 

low or audio frequency voltages was to give the combina- 

tion a sparking distance equal to the sum of the spark- 

ing distances of the two separately, and this being true 

it follows that the dielectric stresses imposed. on a sys- 

tern by such a combination of high and low frequencies may 

be the sum of the separate stresses due to each alone. 

Thus while it is pretty well accepted that except 

for sustained high frequency pressures, in which case 

the destruction is largely due to the terrific dielectric 

losses entailed, high frequency voltages are not more de- 

structive to insulators than the low frequency voltages, 

at the same time under certain combinations of inductance 

and capacitance very high potentials may be produced by 

their combInation, and in the case of a transmission line, 

the oscillations set up by an arcing ground are superposed 

on the low frequency voltage of the line, the resultant 

stress being a combination o± the stresses due to each. 



Also when a section of line is thus set in oscilla- 

tion the high frequency oscillations are communicated to 

the rest of the line and. under certain conditions may 

produce therein terrific instantaneous voltages. 

While these conditions are, as will be shown later, 

susceptible of mathematical analysis, it was considered 

of great importance to know to v;hat extent these high pres- 

sures did occur in transmission lines and the connected ap- 

paratus, and the investigation here described was uriderta- 

ken to discover if possible to what extent these conditions 

could. be reproduced and the matxiematical treatment verified 

and. to a certain extent the effect on the line insulators 

of the superposition of stresses determined. 

DISUUSSION OP 2HORY. 

Vihen a circuit oÍ' inductance L and capacitance C is 

charged. to a voltage and. then short-circuited in such a 

manner as to permit the condenser to discharge through the 

inductance the discharge as is well known is oscillatory 

involving a transfer of energy from the electro-static to 

the electro-magnetic field. in successive oscillations in 

euch a manner that, neglecting the factor by thich the 

stored. energy is dissipated, the maximum electro-magnetic 

energy must equal the maximum electro-static energy or 

LI/2 cE/2. 

Em = Max. Transient Voltages 

Max. Transient Current. 

However, due to the resistance of the circuit the energy is 



dissipated and the succeeding maximum values of electro- 

static and electro-inagnetic energy decrease according to 

an exponential law. 

Prom these facts we get the well known relation 

m 

/T or what is called the surge impedance of 

the line. The physical significance of this factor may 

perhaps be better understood when we say that it is the 

Impedance offered at any point to an advancing wave of 

the frequency given by these line constants. Prom this 

we get at once E=ImZ and SO if' 'm or is known the 

other can be computed. Thus the voltage is equal to the 

current in the arc times the surge impedance of the line, 

and the current is a function of operating voltage and 

line constants or of the location of the ground. 

Since the maximum electro-static and electro-magne- 

tic energies must be equal we see further that Li2/2 + 

002/2 Constant K where i instantaneous current. 

e instantaneous voltage. 

From these considerations it will be seen that the 

current is a maximum when the voltage is O and vice versa 

so if the voltage is a sine function the current will be 

a cosine function and we will then have, neglecting the 

factor by which the energy is dissipated, 

ImC0S (v) 

e EmSin (_ií) wherein, 

21Í ft and Y 1s the phase angle at the moment the os- 

cillations start or ilzI coB V is the value of the oscil- 



lating current at the moment of starting the oscillation. 

Likewise e1=I1sinV is the value of the oscillating vol- 

tage at the moment of starting the oscillation. 

The factor by which the stored energy is dissipated 

has been shown* 

*(Steinmetz, Electric Discharges, Waves and 

Impulses, pages 67-69.) 

to be e_Ut wherein, 

e = the base of the natural logarithms 

u = l/2(! + .) 
L C 

t = time 

We can now write the equation of the oscillating 

current and voltage as follows; 

i Imcos((t_V)e_Ut 

e Eein(_V)e_h1t 

We see then that given the constants o± the line 

and or we can compute the unknown factor and know- 

ing the instant at which the oscillations start we can 

completely determine the resulting oscillating transient. 

Thus in the case of an arcing ground on a trans- 

mission line E is the maximum voltage to ground and is 

known and from it we can determine 
'm and if the phase 

angle of the starting point is known we can determine 

the oscillating transient completely. 

Therefor in the case of a transmission line with an 

arcing ground the total dielectric stress resulting will 

be the normal frequency voltage stress plus the high fre- 



quency oscillating transient stress applied in the form 

of series of highly damped trains obeying the above equa- 

tions. 

Again if a line is short-circuited. and. the short 

circuit current is suddenly broken the maximum volt- 

age that can be Induced is ImZ. Thus in an arcing ground 

on a transmission line, especially when the neutral is 

grounded but to a considerable extent even with isolated. 

neutral we find, on the making of the ground a determin- 

able oscillating current o± maximum value and on the 

breaking of the ground. a determinable oscillating vol- 

tage of maximum value lImZ where is the maximum cur- 

rent to ground, and is dependent on the position of the 

ground. and on the line constants. 

This oscillating current in combination with the 

constants of the line may cause high voltage stresses 

in the line especially at transition points such as con- 

nected transformers or cables attached to it which are 

added to the normal frequency voltage stress and. the os- 

cillating voltage caused by the rupture of the ground 

current also adds its stress to the normal frequency vol- 

tage stress. 

The general equation of an electric circuit may be 

deduced from fundamental considerations as follows: 

Let r resistance 

g conductance (leakage) 

L inductance 

C capacity 



all per unit length of any circuit and take any element 

dl of the line. In this element the voltage consumed is 

(1) .=rjL! 
dl dt 

The current in this section is 

(2) di gE + dE - 
dl 

Differentiate (1) with respect to dt 
2 

(3) d(4) di d i 

dt 

Differentiate (2) with respect to dl 

(4) d2i. dE d 

dl 

Combining these we have 
2 

(5) d2i LC + (rO + gL) .! + gri. 

dt dt 

The solutions of these equations give 

(6) i Âe_et 
(7) bu-r Ae_81e_bt 

The factors a and b are related by the equation 

(8) a2 b2 LC - b(Cr + Lg) + gr (Lb-r)(cb-g) 

so we have 

-bt Ae_a1et and letting E bL-r Aee bc-g 

y '5c-g 

(9) E = iz wherein z becomes the surge impedance of the 

line. 

The general solution of the circuit equation is the 

sum of the two solutions (6) and (7) and these equations 

represent all circuits in which the four primary constants 



are truly constant. 

(a) and (b) being general numbers we will take b 

as the independ.ant constant and. find, that 

b o gives continuous currents 

b = imaginary, gives alternating currents 

b real, gives impulse currents 

b = complex imaginary of form (x+jy) gives trans- 

ients. 

In the application of this equation we will con- 

sider first its application to an alternating current 

circuit with distributed constaxits. 

It is well knovn that any three phase transmission 

line may be replaced for computation purposes by an equi- 

valent line of one phase to neutral. 

b is imaginary and. of the form ± jm and. from equa- 

tion (8) a is then a general number of the form ±(n±jp) 

and we have the following values of a and b. 

b a 

i-jm +n-jp 

-jm +n+jp 

-jm -n-jp 

+jm -n+jp. 

Substituting these values in equation (6) and re- 

placing all imaginary powers of e with their correspond- 

ing trignometric forms we have. 

(10) i = e1leos(pl_mt)B2sjn(p1_mtB +e+13eos 

(pli-mt )+B4sin( p1-i-mt] 



B1=A1+A2 

B2 j(A1-A2 

B3 A3A4) 

B4= j(A3-A4) 

From (10) we can write 

B1cos mt-B2sin mt=B1-jB2=A1. 

B2cos mt +B1sin mtB2+jB1z=jA1. 

B3cos mt+B4sin mt=B3+jB4-A2. 

B4cos mt-B3sin mt».B4-jB3=jA2. 

by changing the trignometric part of (10) into expressions 

of single angles and. changing to vector notation, thereby 

eliminating time from the function. 

Prom this we can write the equation of t'ne alterna- 

ting current transmission line in symbolic form 

(li) I A1e1(cospljsinp1) - A2e+Iñ(cospl_jsinpl) 

In an entirely similar manner we can devise the 

equation of the voltage. 

(12) E 11JW1 rAle-nl(cosplisinpl) + A2e'(eospl- 
g+3w0 L 

jsinolII 

w 2Pf 

It will be noted that these equations differ only 

in the algebraic sign of A2 and the quantity factor 

V g-i-jwc 

1Jow consider a periodic impulse current or trans- 

ient. 

From equation (8) 

(13) b - u ±s where 
(14) u = te energy dissiation constant = l/2(-+ .) 



(15) s energy transfer constant 

(16) m = 1/2(. - ff)is the distortion factor. 
NOW since a2 must be negative. 

(17) a=t jp. 
(18) s 

(19) p 

(20) m2 

(21) m2LC and the corresponding values of a and b 

are. 

(22) 

a b 

-1-P U-8 

-ip u-s 

1-ip u+s 

-ip u+s 

Substituting (12) to (22) inclusive in equations 

(6) and (7) and separating as before the imaginary powers 

of exponentials from the real ones and replacing the im- 

aginary powers by their equivalent trignometrical ex- 

pressions we have. 

(23) i = e_Ut[e_2tpicospi D2sinpl) e8t(D3eosp1 - 

D4sinplfl 

(24) E ::;j,Ii etLcet(D2cospl D1sinpl) + - 
e_St 

(D4cospl + D3sinp1 

(25) C 

Letting D1 = t Betcospl, 
D2 = Be5tsinpl, 

D3 = Be+Stcosp(11_10) 



+st 
D4 Be i sinp( 

C 

(26) Then t logC - 1 
O 

s 2s 

Then substituting 

which simDly amounts to 

11_lo) 

log ms 
m-s 

t for t-t1+t0 and i for 1+10 

shifting the O point along the 

time distance axis, the equations may be simplified to 

(27) i Beh1t+5(t_t0)cospi + e_5(t_to)cosp(i_10 

(28) BtJe_utj+8tsinp1 e_5tsinp(1_l0J 

By the conditions of the existence of the periodic 

transient s(m 

Let s = o the energy transfer constant represent- 

ing the transfer o± energy along the line or in other 

words the transient represents a wave of voltage and cur- 

rent variation along the line but standing as far as en- 

ergy is concerned. 

(29) Then by (26) st0= o 

(30) and by (19) p )'iëm and with these from (27) and 

(28) we have 

(31) i Be_lit osp1 cosp(1_1o7 

(32) E B' e_ut[sinpi ± cosp(1-i0 

These simply mean that the current and voltage are 

in time phase but space quadrature and that the instan- 

taneous values of and i differ only by the facto 

It can be further shown that for all posib1e values 

of and 1max hold this same relation but increas- 

ing the energy transfer constant s changes the time and 

distance phase relations of the voltage and current. 



Thus if s m 

p= o 

and. from (23) and (24) 

(33) i = et(D1&mt+D3emt) 

(34) E =11 
e_t(D2e+m(t+to)+D4e -m(tt0) )or replacing u 

and m by their values in terms of Primary constants. 

(35) i D1e t+De I 
(36) E e+Ut0[D2e(t+toYs-D4e 

- o)] 

It will thus be seen that in a transmission line 

subject to arcing grounds we will have superposed. on the 

easily calculated normal frequency voltage and. current 

waves, transient waves of voltage and. current of fre- 

quency dependant upon, in a given line, t location of 

the ground from transition points in the line as the 

section between the ground and transition point will os- 

cillate at a frequency determined by the constants of 

the section. .hus the section on either side of the 

ground will in general oscillate at different frequen- 

cies and. in certain rare cases the two sections will 

resonate. In any case disturbances from each section 

will be reflected into the other and it is readily seen 

that the situation becomes very complex in a short time, 

(measured in microseconds). The following experiments 

were undertaken in an attempt, partially successful, to 

isolate the effects of such a condition. 

Experimental Work. 

An experimental line was built up of massed con- 



stants as indicated in Fig. 1. (Massed constants were 

used because of the expense of building one with even 

approximately distributed constants) and an artificial 

arcing ground was placed on the line as indicated. 

The inductance of the line was lumped as shown and 

consisted of large air core helixes while the necessary 

capacitance was secured by connecting various insulators 

whose capacitances had been measured between the line and 

ground as indicated, also a corona cage was employed as 

a condenser and surge indicator. 2he load, not used in 

the first experiments, consisted of several small glass 

tubes full of distilled water connected in zigzag by 

means of short pieces of rubber tubing. Sections of 

this could be cut in or out to regulate the current drawn. 

The Transformer was a 125,000 volt - 10Kw unit operated 

directly from a generator in the laboratory so connected 

as to give nearly a pure sine wave. 

The initial experiments were carried out as follows. 

A certain voltage E was held on the line and the gap G 

closed until it arced over. The regulation of the line 

then reduces the voltage across the arc, extinguishing 

it. This permits the line voltage to rise again, reform- 

ing the arc and this process is repeated, rather rapidly 

duplicating almost exactly the action of an actual line 

under arcing ground. This work was carried out in the 

dark and with the spark shielded it was possible to see, 

by the increase of corona on the corona cage rod and on 



the insulator pins that a quite appreciable increase in 

voltage on the insulators resulted on every making and 

breaking o± the arc. :he results however were so trans- 

ient that they could not be recorded so the gap was re- 

placed by a rotary gap which made and. broke the arc very 

rapidly and. continuously, so maintaining the desired ef- 

fects. 

The insulators used as condensers in this line are 

in the same relation to the normal frequency and trans- 

ient voltages as the insulators of a line under operation 

commercially, so any extra strain found on them traceable 

to this arcing ground would be a measure of the corres- 

ponding insulator duty on a line in operation. The first 

observations were by means of the extra corona formation 

on the insulator pins and caps when the arc was in oper- 

ation. The photographs show this effect but it will be 

recognized at once that no quantitative measurement of 

this effect was possible in this way. 

ihe evidences of a decided increase in voltage 

stress on the insulators was very plain. The corona 

streamers on the corona cage were lengthened several 

inches and the corona around the insulator pins became 

very vicious when the arc was working, It now became 

necessary to reduce this eifect to quantitative series 

of measurements. A sphere gap would short circuit the 

line on arc over so was of course not to be considered. 

A cathode ray tube would have been ideal but was not 



available. 

It therefore became necessary to develop a device 

to measure, by means of a spark gap, the dielectric stress 

on an insulator string when under the influence of corn- 

bined sixty cycle and high frequency pressures without 

the formation of a power arc in parallel with the insula- 

tor string or changing the constants of the oscillating 

circuit to an appreciable extent. 

?he above limitations necessitated the use of a 

device which wouU give a definite and stable increment 

of the total stress up to a point of breakdown of the 

gap, and which would not change appreciably the capaci- 

tance of the circuit when the gap broke down. ihe work 

of Prof. Ryan in determining the distribution of the 

stresses on the surface of an insulator, in which he 

employed a multi-section condenser to secure definite 

fractions of the total operating voltage led to an in- 

vestigation of this method for these particular condi- 

tions. 

The oscillating section of the line under investi- 

gation had an average capacitance of 78.76 x 105mf., 

and an inductance of 7.103 x l0 henrys, which with 

lumped inductance and capacitance gave a natural fre- 

quency of 847550 cycles per second. 

A condenser was built up of 103 sections in series 

as shown Fig. 2, each section consisting of thin metal 

plates 6 cm. x 5 cm. with a glass plate .1296 cm. thick 



between the plates, the whole clamped firmly together 

and immersed in oil. 2he capacitance of these sections 

in series was .119 x 105mf and the frequency with this 

condenser added to the line was 846900 cycles per second. 

he spark was placed across 16 end sections of this con- 

denser and on breakdown of the gap short-circuiting these 

sections the capacitance of the remaining 87 sections in 

series was .1414 x lO5mf, giving a change in capacitance 

of .0224 x 105mf in a circuit containing 78.88 X 10 

mf. Obviously the change caused by the breakdown of 

the gap across these sections does not change the condi- 

tions of the circuit within the degree of accuracy ob- 

tainable in such experimental work. 

his equipment was then calibrated on sixty cycles 

by measuring the high tension voltage on the low side of 

the supply transformer and determining for various vol- 

tages the sphere gap breakdown across the 16 sections. 

The results of tiree such determinations, reduced to 

standard conditions of barometer and temperature are 

shown in Fig. 3. 

This calibration will not be correct for high fre- 

quency voltages as, due to the dielectric spark lag, the 

sphere gap at high frequency indicates a lower voltage 

than is actually impressed, especially when the oscilla- 

tions are in the form of rather highly damped trains, 

the spheres used were small (3.1 cm. dia.) The error 

however will be an indication of a lesser stress than 



that actually put upon the apparatus. 

The condenser was supported in oil on hard wood 

blocks boiled in oil and. the whole device carefully 

guarded from stray electro-static fields and leakage. 

With the development of this device the scope of 

the work was greatly extended and further auxilliary de- 

vices became necessary. A means of measuring the combin- 

ed. high frequency and sixty cycle current was provided 

by the rebuilding of an old hot wire voltmeter into an 

ammeter. The Inductances A 8nd B of Pig. i were made 

in pancake form with needle gaps aross the outer turns 

to show the banking up of the oscillations at transi- 

tion points. 

Data was now taken in order to determine in so far 

as possible the increase of voltage stress due to this 

arcing ground as a function oÍ' the power feeding with 

the arc or the current in the arc. The power in the arc 

was approximated by substracting from the input to the 

transformer on the low tension side the known losses of 

the transformer and. line. Por the current relations, 

current measurements were made with the hot wire ammeter. 

Measurements were also made of the stress across 

the 5 outer end turns of A and B for various currents 

and power input values in the arc and also stress read- 

ings were taken on these inductances across turns from 

the outer end turns toward.s the inner to determine the 

stress distribution through the coils. 



rig. 4.shthws that the duty of end. turns on trans- 

ition equipment is much greater than that on the turns 

farther within the coils and. shows tne need.,dearly learned. 

in commercial lines,of extra insulation on the end. turns. 

In Fig. 5.,1 is the total stress for the oscillatory 

case,2 is the part of this due to the 60 cycle line volt- 

age and. 3 is the duty due to the oscillations,in this case 

at a frequency of 740,000 cycles per second. The line is 

unloaded in this test. 

In Fig. 6. the same curves are shown for a different 

location of the ground on the same line giving a frequency 

of 960,000 cycles per second,line unloaded. 

In Fig. 7. the same values are plotted against the 

current in the arc at a frequency of 740,000 cycles. Curves 

4 and 5 are voltages across the 5 outside end turns of 

inductances A and. B showing that the sections on each side 

of the ground were oscillating,q4 being on inductance A, 

nearest the transformer. The higher values of stress md- 

icated on the inductance on the source side of the 

ground are probably due to the current drawn through 

inductance A,which affects the field distribution and. so 

the distribution of stress. The ordinates are voltage 

stress across condenser potentiometer or duty on line 

insulators. 

In Fig. 8. the curves 3 of Figs. 5. and 6. are 

plotted with logarithms of the voltage stress as ordin- 

ates and the exponential equations of the curves are 



determined while in .ig. 9. the rectangular equation of 

the curve in Fig. 7. is determined by the sigma-delta 

method of reduction and in Fig. 10. the same method is 

employed to determine the rectangular equations of the 

curves in Pigs. 5. and 6. The results of these d.eterminat- 

ions are summarized in the following table and warrant 

careful examination. 

Fig. Equations. Prequency 

5 E = 7.20e'389 

2 
740,000. 

E 9.31 + l.62P 

6 E 6.37e'598 

E = 8.58 + 3.4P' 

7 E = 5 + l8,000I 740,000 

The apparent variation of these equations with the 

frequency of oscillation is very interesting but until 

a vast amount of data is available deductions in this 

feature of the work are unwarranted..The important point 

is the establishing of the variables in equations satis- 

fying the data that will give information as to the man- 

ner in which the voltage stress is dependent on line con- 

ditions. 

It will be noted that the initial points of the 

curves do not satisfy the data and the reason for this is 

that there is a certain amount of current or power as the 

case may be required to maintain the arc and values app- 

roaching this minimum or below it will naturally be err- 

atic and unreliable so the equations can be seen to 



represent the conditions only for values of the varia- 

bies well above the minimum required to maintain the arc. 

The voltage stress is seen to be a function of the 

power in the arc,and. specifically of the square of the 

power. Since the power is a fimction of voltage and current 

we can see at once that the position o the arc on a given 

line is a vital factor in the severity of the voltage 

stress resulting from the arc as the line voltage for a 

given line is constant and the current will depend on the 

amount 0±' impedance in the line between the arc and. the 

generator, or the distance between the arc and. generator. 

The indications are then that the arcs forming close to 

the generating station are likely to be much more severe 

in their effects than those farther away for two reasns. 

Pirst the power or current concerned is greater and. sec- 

ond the frequency of oscillation will be higher. Prom 

the equations it will be seen that for high frequencies 

the curve starts at a lower value but increases more 

rapidly than for low frequencles.The limits within which 

this holds are not known at present but it is probable 

that it does not hold stritly for frequencies much 

above 2,000,000 cycles. These conclusions are amply sup- 

ported by operating evidence. 

The fact that the voltage stress is a function of 

the cube of the current indicates that the resistance of 

the arc is also a function of the current,a fact recently 

discovered by several investigators. If this were not so 



the stress would be a function of the fourth power of the 

current. The evidence is therefor good. that the current- 

resistance characteristic of the arc is negative which 

tends to aggravate the severity of the arc when once 

formed. This is another factor in the instability of con- 

ditions around the minimiim values of power and current 

required to maintain the arc. 

While a great deal of work remains to be done before 

the complete equations for these phenomena can be estab- 

lished the general conditions have been shown and it has 

been proven that arcing grthunds do subject a transmission 

line insulators to voltage stresses far in excess of those 

met in normal service,and. that these stresses are depen- 

dent on the operating voltage,the line constants and the 

position of the arcing ground on the lIne. With more 

data as to the variation of the stress with frequency in 

a given case it will be possible to determine with rea8on- 

able accuracy the stresses that the insulators of any 

line will have to stand by assuming arcing grounds at 

different points on the line and applying the proper 

equations experlmentallydeterrnlned,which will be of the 

general exponential form shown,with the probable addition 

of another exponential term of frequency variation. 



Corona on insulator pin-nonoscillatory-60cycle, 
48,000 volts. 

Corona on same pin-960,000 cycles-40,800 volts. 

48,000 volts 
60 cycles 

40,800 volts 
960,000 cycles. 

Cap of same insulator taken at same time the pictures 
of the pin were taken. 
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